In studies of the dense medium produced in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, photons are important hard probes, since they are not expected to be modified by the medium. The measurement of isolated prompt photon production in PbPb collisions provides a test of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) and the information to constrain the nuclear parton distribution functions. CMS has shown photon purity measurement capabilities in pp collisions using the shower shape templates. In PbPb co llisions at CMS, this technique was applied for the first time in heavy ion collisions. We report the first measurement of the transverse momentum spectra of isolated photons with pT from 20 GeV/c to 80 GeV/c in PbPb collisions at √ s NN =2.76
Introduction
High transverse energy (E T ) prompt photons in nucleus-nucleus collisions are produced directly from the hard scattering of two partons. Once produced, photons traverse the produced hot and dense medium without interacting strongly, they provide a direct test of perturbative QCD (pQCD) and the nuclear parton densities [1] . In this analysis, we report the isolated photon production in PbPb collisions at √ s NN = 2.76 TeV as a function of the event centrality with the CMS detector [2] .
Analysis methods
The events for this analysis are selected by requiring two triggers to be fired, a Level-1 (L1) electromagnetic cluster with E T > 5 GeV and a High Level Trigger (HLT) photon with E T > 15 GeV. The efficiency is > 98% for photon candidates with corrected transverse energy E T > 20 GeV. In addition to the photon data sample, a minimum-bias (MinBias) event sample is collected using coincidences between trigger signals from the +z and −z sides of either the scintillator counter counter(BSC) or the hadronic forward calorimeters(HF). The total integrated luminosity corresponding to our event sample amounts to 6.8 mb −1 . In order to study the photon efficiency and electron rejection, γ-jet, dijet and W → eν events are generated by PYTHIA generator (version 6.422, tune D6T) [5] , modified for the isospin of the colliding nuclei [6] , and embedded in the MinBias data.
To determine whether a given photon is isolated in the generator level, we define an isolation cone of ∆R = ∆φ 2 + ∆η 2 < 0.4 around its position in pseudo-rapidity and azimuth. A photon is considered to be isolated if the sum of the particles p T produced from the same hard scattering inside the isolation cone is smaller than 5 GeV. And the centrality is determined with the MinBias sample using the total sum of energy signals from both positive and negative HF (covering 2.9 < |η| < 5.2).
The Island algorithm [7] is used for the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) energy clustering for photon reconstruction, and the energy is corrected taking into account the material in front of the ECAL and the electromagnetic shower containment. An additional energy correction is applied to remove the background contribution from the underlying PbPb event.
The photon candidates are required to be in |η γ | < 1.44 and not to match with electron candidates To reject candidates originated from jets, the energy ratio of hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) over ECAL inside a cone of ∆R = 0.15 is required to be smaller than 0.2. The calorimeter-based isolation variables Iso ECAL and Iso HCAL are calculated by summing over the transverse energy measured inside the cone by the ECAL and HCAL, while the track-based isolation variable Iso Track is calculated by summing over the transverse momentum of the tracks with p T > 2 GeV/c. In order to remove the contribution of hadronic activity from the uncorrelated underlying PbPb event background, the average value of the given cone variable per unit area in the η − φ phase space( Iso ) is estimated in a rectangular area, 2∆R wide centred at η γ in the η-direction and 2π in the φ-direction, excluding the isolation cone. The sum of the isolation variables (SumIso = Iso ECAL + Iso HCAL + Iso Track ) is required to be smaller than 5 GeV.
Remaining backgrounds are estimated using the template method. The shape variable σ iηiη is used to characterize the shower shape, which is defined as:
where E i and η i are the energy and position of the i th crystal in a group of 5 × 5 centred in the highest energy one. The photon candidates tend to have smaller σ iηiη while hadrons and π 0 s tend to have larger σ iηiη .
The probability distribution function of this shower shape variable is called a template. Once we have the templates of signal and background, we can extract the number of signals in data by fitting the linear combination of two templates into the shower shape distribution of data. The signal template is determined from γ-jet PYTHIA+MB samples. The template for background, i.e. non-photon events, is obtained from the data using a side-band shifted in SumIso (6 < SumIso < 11 GeV).
The systematic uncertainty of the photon yield dN/dE T is dominated by the uncertainty of the background template. Non-prompt photons from PYTHIA + MB samples are used to monitor the difference between the templates in signal and side-band regions. The total systematic uncertainties are found to be 21-37%.
Results
The data are compared with NLO pQCD predictions from JETPHOX 1.2.2 [8] , using the CT10 PDF [4] and the BFG set II of fragmentation function ( f f ) [9] .
Scaling factor nuclear overlap function (T AA ) was obtained from Glauber model calculation [10] to provide proper normalization. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the normalized yields 
Summary
The isolated photon yield with |η| < 1.44 in PbPb collisions at √ s NN = 2.76 TeV has been measured as a function of the transverse momentum. No modification is observed with respect to the next-to-leading order calculation from JETPHOX scaled by the number of incoherent nucleon-nucleon collisions based on a Glauber model calculation. This also establishes the base of the future analysis based on photons as unmodified hard probes in the studies of the produced medium in the PbPb collisions at the LHC.
